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BACKGROUND

T

he U.S. Congress passed sweeping welfarereform legislation in the Personal Responsibility
and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996
(PRWORA). The centerpiece of PRWORA was the
replacement of federal entitlements to cash assistance
for low-income families under the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) program with block
grants to states under the Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families (TANF) program. TANF dollars may
not be used to provide cash assistance to a family
beyond a five-year lifetime limit, and most recipients
are required to work. States must meet targeted
work-participation rates in order to continue receiving funding. TANF is scheduled for Congressional
reauthorization by the end of 2002, which provides an
opportunity to assess the impact of the program and
how it should be modified.
L OCAL ROUNDTABLES

The Three Rivers Workforce Investment Board
(TRWIB) and the University of Pittsburgh Institute
of Politics have held three TANF Reauthorization
Roundtables: March 6, 2001; June 21, 2001; and
the most recent one, reported on here, February 15,
2002. Participants represented a broad spectrum of
stakeholders, including operators of TANF-funded
programs, public decision makers, foundations, private employers, community-based organizations, and
researchers.
The goals of the third Roundtable were:
• To reexamine the issues previously discussed
to see if there was still consensus.
• To look at the issues in the context of current
federal and state policy and budget debates.
• To review information and positions set out
in publications on TANF reauthorization by
the Center for Law and Social Policy and the
Brookings Institute.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
by Dennis P. McManus

O

ne of the most memorable courses I took as an
undergraduate at the University of Pittsburgh
nearly three decades ago was Classical Rhetoric taught
by Professor Otis Walter. While I must admit that I
recall far less than I should about Plato, Aristotle, and
the sophists, I vividly remember Professor Walter’s
comments on the last day of class when he emphasized
that the classical rhetoricians were important centuries
later not for the answers they gave—which were frequently and plainly wrong—but for the questions they
posed which were always important.
This edition of the Institute of Politics report
exemplifies the broad array of important questions
confronting the public policy decision makers of our
region. It reflects our efforts to encourage creative and
thoughtful as well as useful answers.
Among the questions which prompted the programs summarized in this edition are:
• How do we make welfare-to-work work better?
• What can local governments do to aid in
the attraction of foreign direct investment
to the region?
• How do we participate in the national effort
to eliminate health disparities and achieve
100 percent access to health care?
• How do we provide human services when confronted with difficult economic circumstances?
• What state policies are needed to make certain that Pennsylvania’s children are ready
for school?
• How do we ensure an adequate skilled
workforce?
• What can be done to increase voter turnout
in local elections?
I believe that Professor Walter was correct,
if you seek worthwhile insight and information you
must start with good questions. As always, we invite
your questions and comments and your assistance in
developing answers.
Finally, there is no question that we will miss
Julia Indovina, managing editor of this publication
and program associate with the Institute. Julia is
leaving Pittsburgh to pursue opportunities in Chicago.
Her intelligence, energy, and creativity will be difficult
to replace. We wish her much continued success and
happiness and thank her for her many contributions to
the Institute’s programs, publications, and progress.
IOP
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

CURRENT STATUS

OF

R EAUTHORIZATION PROCESS

Federal
There are two possibilities at the federal level:
• In light of the war and the deficit, Congress
may not address reauthorization this session.
They may pass a continuance until next year.
• If there are no major changes to the bill,
Congress may be able to pass it this fall as a
level-funded request, that is, reissuing the
same amount.
There is still great concern in Congress about
states’ unspent money. However, Pennsylvania is
not among the states that have failed to spend large
amounts of their block grants.
The Bush administration has begun to address
welfare reform. At the time of the Roundtable:
• The draft Bush-administration budget contained no increase or decrease in funding
for TANF.
• The Bush administration had not yet defined
the incentives for the states regarding the
activities and enrollments of TANF recipients.
Note on President Bush’s Welfare-Reform Agenda
Since the Roundtable was held, President Bush has
announced his welfare-reform agenda. Key points
include:
• Requiring every state within five years to
have 70 percent of welfare recipients working. This is an increase from the current
requirement that 50 percent of welfare
recipients work.
• Requiring welfare recipients to spend at least
40 hours a week in work and preparing for
work, with up to 10 of those hours spent on
education or training activities.
• Providing people who need intensive shortterm help with three months of full-time drug
rehabilitation or three months of full-time
job training.
• Providing up to $300 million for programs
aimed at encouraging healthy, stable marriages.
• Providing $135 million for abstinence
education programs.
• Giving states the flexibility to streamline and
coordinate non-cash support programs such
as food stamps, child care, income supplements, and transportation assistance.
• Encouraging charitable giving and reducing
restrictions on faith-based organizations that
compete for contracts to provide social services.

TANF ROUNDTABLE III
Cosponsored by the Three Rivers Workforce Investment
Board and the Institute of Politics Advisory Committee on
Welfare and Urban Affairs
February 15, 2002
WELCOME and INTRODUCTIONS

Dennis P. McManus, director, Institute of Politics
DISCUSSION MODERATION

Leon Haley, professor, Graduate School of Public
and International Affairs, University of Pittsburgh
CLOSING REMARKS

Ronald D. Painter, executive director, Three Rivers
Workforce Investment Board

•

Allowing legal immigrants to receive food
stamps after working in the U.S. for five
years, instead of 10 years.
Information on this agenda was taken from the
White House fact sheet on the topic, available at
www.whitehouse.gov/infocus/welfarereform, and the
president’s speech on welfare reform to the Chamber of
Commerce in Charlotte, North Carolina, available at
www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2002/02/
20020227-5.html.
State
At the state level, it is a tight budget year. At the time
of the Roundtable, budget hearings had not yet been
held for the State Department of Public Welfare.
TRENDS

IN

TANF E NROLLMENT

Major Reductions in Allegheny County’s
TANF Caseload
Currently the county’s TANF caseload is approximately 7,000 families. Approximately 2,000 are childonly cases. This is down from 18,000 families when
the program started. More than 50 percent of those
remaining have been receiving cash assistance for
more than 24 months. Those receiving cash assistance
for less than 24 months typically have the fewest barriers and are the most likely to transition into work.
Allegheny County accounts for approximately 11
percent of the state’s TANF caseload. (Philadelphia
County accounts for more than 60 percent.)
The 60-month Federal Limit
Between 1,400 and 1,500 Allegheny County families
(8,700 adults) will have reached the 60-month federal
limit on cash assistance by December 31, 2002. Because
3
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State General Assistance Program
In addition to federal assistance under TANF,
Pennsylvania also has a General Assistance (GA)
program. In order to receive state GA benefits, families must first pursue federal benefits and must be
in compliance with the terms of the federally funded
programs.
E XPERIENCES

Pennsylvania is doing well in terms of the 20 percent
“carve-out” that the federal government allows states
to exempt from time limits, none of the families in this
group are going to be faced with losing assistance when
they reach the 60-month limit. Common characteristics
of families in this group include:
• Heads of households are between 21 and 40
years old.
• Multiple barriers to work are present.
• Many adults have mental health or addiction
problems, often undiagnosed, that make
them unable to work.
New Programs
New programs are being implemented to help the 60month assistance recipients and to provide new kinds
of services. These include the Maximizing Participation
project, which will require participants to engage in
some activities but not necessarily work. These activities could include seeing a doctor to get a diagnosis of
a physical or mental problem that limits the person’s
ability to work.
IOP
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OF

PEOPLE L EAVING TANF ROLLS

Nationally, only 37 percent of former TANF cash-assistance recipients exited the program because of finding
employment. It is not known if the other 63 percent
found employment.
Most of the people working are in entry level,
low-paying jobs making less than $8/hour. The average yearly income of these workers is approximately
$13,000.
Supportive services are key to enabling former
TANF recipients and other low-wage workers to continue working:
• Child Care: There are currently waiting lists
for subsidized child care. It would take an
additional $290 million to cover the nation’s
subsidized child-care needs. Both the quality
and the affordability of child care need to be
addressed.
• Health Insurance: When people stop
receiving government-subsidized Medical
Assistance, they often do not find coverage elsewhere. Copayments required for
employer-supported health plans often
prevent low-wage workers from taking
advantage of health benefits even when they
are available. Allegheny County has the highest percentage in the state of former TANF
recipients still receiving government-subsidized Medical Assistance: 77 percent.
• Transportation: Access to reliable transportation to work is a key factor in determining
whether a person can obtain and keep a
job. A multi-layered system is necessary
that covers both urban and rural areas and
considers both mass transit and assistance in
buying cars.
• Housing: Increasing numbers of families
are paying more than half their incomes for
housing, which is often of low quality. Many
people have incomes too high to qualify for
public housing but too low to be able to pay
market rates. Criminal records also make
public housing unavailable to some people.

C ONTINUING O BSTACLES TO FACILITATING S ELF - SUFFICIENCY
AND E NHANCING FAMILY WELL- BEING

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

BASES

FOR

•
•
•

•

The limited amount of education and training that can count as a work activity under
TANF.
The loss of Medical Assistance by many
TANF “leavers” or former TANF recipients.
Too little support for drug and mental health
treatment. (North Carolina, California, and
Florida have made significant investments in
this area.)
Too little support for quality child care.
Too little support for housing and a lack of
coordination between housing and welfare
programs.
Disincentives for sharing information across
agencies, as well as policies created in “silos”
that drive wedges between agencies.
Legal hurdles that prevent poor fathers from
emotionally and financially supporting their
children.
C ONSIDERING SOLUTIONS

Many of the problems confronting TANF
recipients and former TANF recipients also
confront other poor families.
State and local flexibility are important, but
without some mandates, some agencies could
fail to provide crucial services.
If poverty reduction is mandated or incentivized, it is important to consider carefully
how poverty is measured and how success is
defined.
A paradigm shift is needed. TANF should
provide a safety net and operate as a pathway
to self-sufficiency.

CONSENSUS POLICY AGENDA

Participants in the third TANF Reauthorization
Roundtable agreed to the following policy agenda points:

•

Reform the calculation of the outdated federal poverty rate in order to better reflect
current conditions.
• Enhance coordination between departments and agencies that serve low-income
people, e.g., the Department of Labor,
The Department of Housing and Urban
Development, and the Department of Health
and Human Services.
Reduce barriers to work
• Maintain Medical Assistance coverage beyond
the date that individuals replace cash assistance with work income.
• Enhance support for drug treatment and
mental health rehabilitation, which constitute
the primary barriers to many long-term
TANF recipients obtaining and retaining
employment.
• Provide access to affordable, quality
child care.
• Support transportation solutions that
enhance job access.
• Extend public housing benefits beyond the
date that individuals replace cash assistance
with work income.
Facilitate advancement from low-wage work to
self-sufficiency
• Make education a “work activity” under
TANF.
• Adjust federal requirements for participation rates and time limits for particular work
activities in order to enable TANF recipients
to meet competing responsibilities to work,
family, and skill development.
• Provide incentives for employers, unions,
and nonprofit organizations to provide continuing education and advancement opportunities for entry-level workers.
NEXT STEPS

•

Maintain current level of TANF funding
• Allow continued innovation in the effort to
develop more effective programs.
• Enable support for individuals to advance
beyond low-wage employment.
• Provide assistance to those with the biggest
barriers to employment.
Focus on poverty reduction, not program statistics
• Require state-consolidated plans for poverty
reduction.

•
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Each organization can use the policy agenda
strategically, and it can be circulated for
endorsement by each group, as well as by
city and county councils. Demonstrating
broad endorsement of shared goals for TANF
reauthorization—as well as for state welfare
programs—will enhance chances for reaching
these goals.
The Roundtable report, including the policy
agenda, will be published by the Institute
of Politics.
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SEMINAR
Sponsored by the Institute of Politics Advisory Committee on
International Affairs
March 1, 2002

THINKING GLOBALLY, ACTING LOCALLY: INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
WELCOME

The Honorable David K. Levdansky, PA House of
Representatives; cochair, Institute of Politics
Advisory Committee on International Affairs
INTRODUCTIONS and MODERATION

Andrew R. Blair, vice provost for Faculty Affairs,
University of Pittsburgh; chair, Western PA District
Export Council; cochair, Institute of Politics
Advisory Committee on International Affairs
WHERE WE ARE, AND WHERE WE WANT TO BEAN OVERVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE
INVESTMENTS IN THE REGION

Roger Cranville, senior vice president, International
Business Development, Pittsburgh Regional Alliance
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY PANEL
MODERATION

Lawrence F. Feick, professor, Business Administration;
director, International Business Center, Katz
Graduate School of Business, University of Pittsburgh
PANELISTS

Sheila O’Brien, senior vice president, Human
Resources, Public Affairs and Investor Relations,
NOVA Chemicals
Michael Koff, manager, Corporate Communications
and Public Affairs, Sony Technology Center-Pittsburgh
Roger Barna, president, Mitsubishi Electric Power
Products Inc., Warrendale, PA
LOCAL GOVERNMENT PANEL
MODERATION

Schuyler Foerster, president, World Affairs Council
of Pittsburgh
PANELISTS

Mulugetta Birru, executive director, Urban
Redevelopment Authority of Pittsburgh
Earl F. Hord, director, Allegheny County Department
of Economic Development
The Honorable Charles Martoni, Allegheny
County Council
OPEN DISCUSSION
SUMMARY

The Honorable Charles Martoni
REMARKS

Dennis P. McManus, director, Institute of Politics
IOP
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INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS SEMINAR
THINKING GLOBALLY, ACTING LOCALLY:
INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
WELCOME
The Honorable DAVID K. LEVDANSKY

The issue of global competition is of ever-growing
concern in the Pittsburgh region at a time when global
investments make up an increasing percentage of the
nation’s GDP. In 1950, international investments
made up 5 percent of the GDP, and by 1997 that had
increased to 25 percent. However, in Pennsylvania,
the Pittsburgh area has had the lowest economy growth
(economy growth including components of both exports
and international trade). While the Pittsburgh region
is quite strong in some industrial sectors, like technology and natural resources, there is much room for
improvement in the fields of international business and
foreign investment. With a solid industrial background,
the region has potential to become a national leader in
global investments. The Pittsburgh region has a number
of assets to tap into to further attract foreign capital
investment to the area, including excellent banking,
philanthropic, educational, and cultural amenities.
INTRODUCTIONS AND MODERATION
ANDREW R. BLAIR

The day’s topic revisits the issue of International
Business, a topic addressed at an earlier Institute of
Politics seminar in 1998, when participants examined
an action plan for the Pittsburgh region and the ensuing
policy implications. That seminar looked at what parent
firms want and need for establishment in a region, and
what Pittsburgh can do to harbor that need.
WHERE WE ARE, AND WHERE WE WANT TO
BE—AN OVERVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE
INVESTMENTS IN THE REGION
ROGER CRANVILLE

International trade is both a federal and state priority.
A significant contribution to the economy could mean
much more to the region, and much can be extracted
from an examination of where the region is and where
the region could be. For the purposes of the day’s discussion, the definition of “international business” will
consist of both exports and foreign direct investment.
The key concerns of the morning’s session are:
• Can this region realize its full global potential?
• How can the region be encouraged to think
and act globally?

•

Can regional leaders engage in the promotion
of acting globally, both locally and overseas?
• Can the region overcome its historic image by
attracting global assets?
During Allegheny County Chief Executive Jim
Roddey’s first year in office, he spearheaded an eightperson committee that developed the International
Transition Team Report, what ultimately amounted
to a blueprint for international development in the
region. Key components of this report included:
• Region must embrace a vision of itself as an
international center.
• Regional leaders must support this vision.
• Regional strategy for international business is
necessary for success.
• Region must have a “hub” structure
that centrally coordinates strategies and
relationships.
Much progress has been made since June 2000 as
a direct result of this report: an international strategy
has been established and is poised for implementation,
and an international advisory group has been established to inform and engage leaders to turn the region
into an economic center.
Viewing a region’s per capital GDPs is an accurate way to measure economic success. However, when
nationally placing Pittsburgh in this context, the region
ranks very low. Between the years of 1993 and 1999,
Pittsburgh experienced a Gross Metro Product (GMP),
an estimate of the values of goods and services produced by regional companies and workers, growth of
3,500 compared to a growth of 17,200 during that same
time in Atlanta, and 4,000 in Cleveland. In terms of
export growth during the same time period, Pittsburgh
ranks lowest of all the cities studied. Coordinated
efforts regionally could spur growth for the region.
There is a large market of opportunity for export; 95
percent of the market for Small Medium Enterprises
(SME), or those with under 500 employees, is located
outside of the county. However, only approximately
1 percent of the nation’s SMEs export to this market.
The United States is both the most open and most
profitable market in the country, and this represents
limitless opportunities.
The other side of International business is
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), or when a firm
from one country sets up a branch or subsidiary in
another country. Foreign investors recognize the
profit potential in the United States, and therefore the
nation ranks first in the world for foreign direct investment. FDI grew in the United States to approximately
$1.7 trillion in 2000 from $203 billion in 1997. The

Pittsburgh region
has a great capacity to attract foreign
investment, as seen in
the Pittsburgh Regional
Alliance’s database of FDI in the
area at www.pittsburgh-region.org/public/cfm/d_and_
d/index.cfm?FUSEACTION=ForeignFirms. Assets
such as the cost of living and educational amenities,
and the proximity and connectivity of Pittsburgh to
major eastern cities compile to create great possibilities
for foreign investment, but this market potential has
not been met due to setbacks such as high taxation,
poor name recognition in foreign countries, and an
enduring regional identity crisis.
STRATEGIES

Strategies for export promotion include:
• Develop a regional hub for coordinated international marketing and matching clients with
suppliers and opportunities.
• Develop a country focus, sector focus, and
client focus.
• Educate others on the importance and potential of global trade.
• Set measurable goals for evaluation purposes
(such as increase exports by one additional
market per client per year).
Strategies for attracting overseas investment include:
• Develop a country focus and a sector focus.
• Engage in private sector and overseas
alliances.
• Engage in public relations tactics, including
press coverage through overseas business and
trade presses.
• Educate others on the importance and potential of global trade.
• Set measurable goals for evaluation purposes
(such as increase the number of visits to the
Pittsburgh region or number of investors in
the region).
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INTERNATIONAL COMPANY PANEL
LAWRENCE F. FEICK moderated the international

company panel, made up of representatives from foreign
corporations that have made the Pittsburgh region
their home. He also graciously introduced Roger Barna
from Mitsubishi Electric Power Products as a last-minute replacement for a previously scheduled speaker.
SHEILA O’BRIEN

NOVA Chemicals, the world’s 5th-largest producer of
ethylene and polyethylene, took many factors into
consideration when they decided to expand operation beyond western Canada. For example, a circle
was drawn around the location of approximately 90
percent of the company’s investors, 75-90 percent of
the customer-base, and 70 percent of the company’s
employees; Pittsburgh and the surrounding area was at
the center of that circle due to its easy access to most of
the eastern seaboard and each of these markets. Since
NOVA Chemicals would be moving 65 of its top executives with the operation, special consideration was give
to livability of the selected region. For example, given
the level of health care Canadians are used to receiving, the availability and quality of a hospital network
was perceived as an asset to a region. Although the
executives who moved to the new location were to
be paid in local currency, there were moving costs
and equity transfers to take into consideration, and
Canada’s weaker dollar meant that affordable housing
was an important issue. Also, Canada is accustomed
to lower levels of violence than the United States, and
therefore, safety was a key issue among the executives
moving with the company. Pittsburgh excelled in each
of these categories.
Company moving statistics claim that given the
right opportunity, 40 percent of employees offered the
transfer would take it. However, when NOVA made the
move, 70 percent of NOVA’s administration followed
to Pittsburgh. The initial move was, admittedly, not
easy, however not due to problems with the Pittsburgh
region, and once established in the city, the company
spent time working with individual needs. The oftenintangible advantages of the community as well as the
concrete regional assets have made the transition easier
for the NOVA family.
MICHAEL KOFF

Sony was the first Japanese company to expand to the
United States in 1972, and now employs approximately
20,000 Americans. In 1988, Sony sent a team of investigators to the east of the Mississippi to investigate a
television manufacturing facility location. The goal was
IOP
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to create a
manufacturer
where the market is located,
and most of the
television sets purchased in the United
States are in homes east
of the Mississippi. The team
started with 15 communities
and through various eliminations, narrowed the search.
Key factors for the search team
included: utility costs, transportation, competitive local SAT
scores and high school graduation
rates, and existing infrastructure
for a manufacturing facility. In
spite of Pittsburgh’s good standing in regard to these
factors, the city was not among the search team’s
original communities to be investigated. It was through
a personal contact between Senator John Heinz and
a Sony executive that the region became a contender.
Based on that recommendation, the search team sought
out Pittsburgh and immediately felt that both the
Pittsburgh region and the former auto assembly facility
were right.
When the move was initially made, the
Pittsburgh Center for International Visitors helped the
Japanese executives fit into the local community, from
the translation of regional guides into Japanese to the
cooperation of schools to develop curriculum for the
newly transported families’ children.
The facility, located in Westmoreland County,
is a large exporter of manufactured goods, and has
recently been awarded foreign trade zone status, which
allows domestic activity involving foreign items to take
place as if it were outside U.S. Customs territory.
ROGER BARNA

The Mitsubishi Electric Power plant in Warrendale has
250 employees, 241 American, and nine Japanese. The
decision to relocate in Warrendale was based more on
connections rather than location amenities. That is, the
Mitsubishi relationships with both Westinghouse and
the University of Pittsburgh were what brought the
$33 billion-a-year corporation to Pittsburgh in 1985.
However, the other factors that secured the Pittsburgh
location were the number of highly trained engineers
and businessmen and businesswomen in the region and
the high quality transportation infrastructure (both
the highways and the airport).

Since a Japanese
company owns the corporation, the top executives
come from Japan on three
to five year rotations.
That means there is a
continued need to help
Japanese integrate into
American society. The local
school system has been
very instrumental in the
success of this integration.
Currently, the
company is seeking foreign trade zone status.
However, the corporation
is not looking for anything
special as a foreign company. The executives and
the company are active in local philanthropy and serving on boards. Ultimately, the goal is to be perceived as
a part of the community, a local company. Mitsubishi is
dedicated to the region on a long-term basis, they want
to be a part of growing together.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT PANEL
DR. SCHUYLER FOERSTER

The issue of attracting and retaining a skilled workforce in a depressed economy is of importance if the
region is to grow as a whole. If the region does not
have enough individuals to fill job vacancies in the
existing population, industries will ultimately turn to
other counties to fill these voids. Are local communities
prepared for the challenges of new populations? Do
schools have the resources necessary to integrate new
students? The local government panel will respond to
these challenges.
MULUGETTA BIRRU

The Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) of
Pittsburgh has spent a limited amount of time and
resources focussing on issues surrounding international business attraction. Even though the URA
currently spends approximately 10 percent of the time
on building international relationships, the matter of
importance for the city is not minimal. The mayor has
led international delegations to encourage investments
and will continue to do so. But healthy business development relationships must be built over time. These
relationships will eventually translate into training.

EARL F. HORD

Listening to the morning’s speakers, two perspectives
were heard: that Pittsburgh has quite a way to go in
realizing the full potential of international business
investment, but also that international companies that
have invested in the region have been quite happy with
the returns.
A recommendation for the region, from the perspective of a member of the Allegheny County Airport
Authority, is to promote the airport to the forefront
as an economic engine. Currently, the area is using
only 60 percent of the airport’s capacity. One major
weakness is the lack of foreign carriers in the airport.
By increasing direct air accessibility, the airport could
also increase utility. In order to do this, help is needed
from international companies, as a foreign presence
in the area would help dictate the increased number
of foreign connections, and visa versa. Increased accessibility could help increase foreign presence, both for
business and recreation. In addition to passenger use,
the airport could also help the economy by developing
the air cargo facilities.
The Pittsburgh region has a large number of
resources working towards its advantage, as the business representatives have testified. The labor market
is large, loyal, and educated. The city is located within
500 miles of 63 percent of the nation’s buying power,
63 percent of its development, and 50 percent of
Canada’s population. The health care and education
systems are internationally recognized and respected.
Each of these resources can be exploited to the benefit
of the area. If the region is to grow, however, more
cooperation is necessary between these resources. One
9
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area with much room
for improvement is the
diversity of the local
workforce; currently
the workforce does not
consist of the ethnicities
that the region is trying
to attract.
The Honorable
CHARLES MARTONI

As a region with extensive fragmentation, the
local government has a
responsibility to unify
the sources of authority when dealing with
interested international
investors. Investors view
the area as a region,
and any unification that
abets that perception
helps further develop
the relationship at hand.
A regional voice could
make the difference
between an investor seeing fighting factions or a
region allied in its goals
of growth.
SUMMARY
CHARLES MARTONI

The significance of the day’s discussions was that, as
a region, Pittsburgh is doing okay—not at the full
potential the region is capable of, but also not dreadfully bad. As the title encourages, it is important to
think globally from a local point of view, and for the
group present that means thinking and acting beyond
Allegheny County. The problem of the region’s poor
self-image that was brought up several times throughout
the morning can be helped by refusing to continue to
dwell on the impediments and to look instead towards
those qualities that enhance. The outside image of
the city of Pittsburgh is better than the internal view.
Patience is necessary for some relationships to come
to fruition; the region is currently benefiting from
relationships that were built in the past, so it cannot be
expected that successful connections will be established
immediately after initial contact has been made.

IOP
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The program ended on a note of the prospects
of the future: The region is one of two finalists for
the MagLev transportation system. This development could potentially not only save energy on ground
transportation, but also open a corridor between the
Pittsburgh region and the entire East Coast. The possibilities for development and exportation potential are
almost endless.

COM M UNIT Y HE A LTH
PA RT N E R SH I P WOR K SHOP
DEEPENING COMMUNITY HEALTH
PARTNERSHIPS TO ELIMINATE
HEALTH DISPARITIES

By Mark Faccenda

K

ENNETH S. THOMPSON, MD,

moderated the
Community Health Partnership Workshop
held in Pittsburgh on March 13, 2002. This workshop
was a response to the Healthy People 2010 directive
to “eliminate health disparities among segments of
the population, including differences that occur by
gender, race or ethnicity, education or income, disability, geographic location, or sexual orientation.”
Workshop presentations and discussion focused on
the current status of the health disparity elimination
effort and addressed pathways for future success.
Speakers included Thompson; MARILYN HUGHES
GASTON, MD, the former assistant surgeon general;
and RON PORTER, president and CEO of RDP
Consulting Services.
Thompson addressed the social determinants
of health. Poverty, the lack of appropriate housing,
employment, and even the lack of communication and
understanding can create a divide between the quality
and quantity of health-care services needed and those
that are delivered. While not directly tied to health
care, these factors can nonetheless negatively affect the
health outcomes of a population.
Thompson drew similarities between the process
of delivering health care to Pittsburgh’s communities,
and its three rivers. He suggested that the purpose
of the conference and the effort to eliminate health
disparities in general is to build the equivalent of river
locks to permit easy access to health care across community boundaries, as locks permit travel up and down
the rivers.
MARILYN HUGHES GASTON, MD, spoke of the 48
million people who lack access to care due to underinsurance or the complete absence of medical coverage.
She reported that, despite spending in excess of $1.3
trillion on health care annually, the United States falls
way behind the care received internationally. As an
example, she stated that America ranks 18th overall in
childbirth survival rates. She also recognized the growing divide in several areas including obesity, diabetes,
end-stage renal disease, amputations, and depression.
She suggested that the bulk of health-care expenditures
should be on primary-care services aimed at prevention,

COMMUNITY HEALTH
PARTNERSHIP WORKSHOP
Cosponsored by the Department of Community Initiatives
of the UPMC Health System, the International Center for
Health Leadership Development of the University of Illinois at
Chicago, the Southwest Pennsylvania Area Health Education
Center, the Consumer Health Coalition, and the Institute
of Politics
March 13, 2002

DEEPENING COMMUNITY HEALTH
PARTNERSHIPS TO ELIMINATE
HEALTH DISPARITIES

education, and ensuring access to care. In this way, we
can have “better care for more people at less cost.”
RON PORTER spoke of current methodologies
employed by groups tasked with eliminating healthcare disparities. He acknowledged that faith-based
initiatives have been successful. However, Porter
advocated the development of financial incentive programs as well. Citing an inevitable waning of interest in
volunteer-dependent organizations, he recommended
the creation of funded positions in the community
geared around the organization and coordination of
disenfranchised populations.
Conference participants spent the afternoon in
facilitated work groups evaluating the current situation
and developing a cohesive direction for the future.
While perspectives included the academic, corporate,
and clinical, a common theme emerged from the breakout sessions. Each group realized that all members of
the community have the responsibility to make a difference wherever possible in order to achieve the goal of
“zero disparities.”
11
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ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
SEMINAR

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK SEMINAR
Cosponsored by The Pittsburgh Foundation,
The William J. Copeland Fund, the Richard King
Mellon Foundation, and the Institute of Politics
March 15, 2002

IMPACT ON HUMAN SERVICES

By Bruce Barron

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK:
IMPACT ON HUMAN SERVICES
WELCOME and INTRODUCTIONS

Estelle Comay, chair, The William J. Copeland Fund
ECONOMIC TRENDS AND PROSPECTS—
NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

David Altig, vice president and associate director
of Research, Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
ECONOMIC TRENDS AND PROSPECTS—
REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Richard F. Moody, vice president and regional
economist, PNC Financial Services Group
IMPACT OF ECONOMIC TRENDS ON FEDERAL BUDGET
POLICIES AND PRIORITIES

Katherine Baicker, senior economist, Council of
Economic Advisers, Executive Office of the President
IMPACT OF ECONOMIC TRENDS ON STATE BUDGET
POLICIES AND PRIORITIES

Robert A. Bittenbender, secretary, Pennsylvania Office
of the Budget
IMPACT OF ECONOMIC TRENDS AND FEDERAL AND
STATE SPENDING PRIORITIES ON HUMAN SERVICES

Marc Cherna, director, Allegheny County Department
of Human Services
Claire B. Morrison, associate executive, United Way
of Allegheny County
Margaret M. Petruska, director, Children, Youth and
Families Program, The Heinz Endowments
SUMMARY

Morton Coleman, director emeritus, Institute of Politics

T

wo hundred people attended what was perhaps the
Institute of Politics’ biggest-ever forum on March
15, 2002. The Economic Outlook Forum was a “doubleheader.” The first hour featured the best in economic forecasting, delivered by national and regional
experts. Remaining presentations examined the impact
of economic trends on funding and delivery of human
services by federal, state, county, and private sources.
ECONOMIC TRENDS AND PROSPECTS—
NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
DAVID ALTIG of the

Federal Reserve Bank
of Cleveland opened the
program by decoding the
complexities of economic
forecasting. Altig presented evidence that the
nation was emerging from
recession by January
2002, but that we may
experience a relatively
“jobless” recovery for as
long as two years, as we
did in 1994 to 1995. He
David Altig
explained that improved
productivity figures,
which began appearing
in the fourth quarter
of 2001, were due more
to greater efficiency than to increased employment.
Altig also showed that the yield curve—the difference
between short-term and long-term interest rates—had
begun to flatten in early 2002, indicating a return of
public confidence in the economy.
ECONOMIC TRENDS AND PROSPECTS—
REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE
PNC’s RICHARD MOODY stated that regional

employment grew very slowly in 2001 (0.6 percent, compared
with an average of 1.6 percent in the previous four
years) and actually declined in the fourth quarter with
post-9/11 layoffs at US Airways compounding the collapse of the “tech bubble.” Moody observed, however,
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that Pittsburgh endured the 2001 recession better than
it had prior slowdowns, mainly because of the region’s
greater economic diversity.
Moody cited several high-tech developments that
bolster optimism about the regional economy, including the Pittsburgh Digital Greenhouse, the Bioventure
startup fund backed by Pitt and Carnegie Mellon, and
the new Siemens fuel-cell plant. He warned that the
region faces two big challenges in becoming a knowledge-based economy:
• keeping well-educated workers here; and
• retraining the people who lack high-tech skills.
Moody added that Pittsburgh’s location should
create opportunities to attract regional distribution
centers.
IMPACT OF ECONOMIC TRENDS ON FEDERAL BUDGET
POLICIES AND PRIORITIES
KATHERINE BAICKER pre-

sented the Bush administration’s perspective on
human-services funding.
After the war on terrorism and securing our
homeland, the president’s
top priority is overcoming
the economic recession.
Raising taxes or cutting
spending would hamper
economic recovery and
increase unemployment,
said Baicker. Spending
Katherine Baicker
priorities include “maintaining the social safety
net for low-income and
dislocated workers.”
Baicker reviewed the human-services proposals
contained in the president’s budget, including:
• The distribution of federal Reed Act money
to states’ unemployment insurance funds.
• A 13-week extension of unemployment coverage.
• A welfare-reform reauthorization that would
maintain federal funding levels despite
smaller caseloads; increase the percentage of
welfare recipients that states must move into
the workforce from 50 to 70 percent; and
sustain levels of child-care funding.
• Tax credits to make health insurance more
affordable for the uninsured.
• Increased support for community health centers that serve low-income people.

Baicker said that the principle of offering greater
program flexibility to states pervades all of the president’s human-services proposals. She contended that
the health-insurance tax credit would cover between
one-half and two-thirds of most insurance premiums
and would thereby help about six million people obtain
coverage.
IMPACT OF ECONOMIC TRENDS ON
STATE BUDGET POLICIES AND PRIORITIES

State Budget Secretary
ROBERT A. BITTENBENDER

drew parallels between
Governor Mark
Schweiker’s approach
to human services and
President Bush’s. He
noted the state’s attempt
to keep human-services
funding steady despite the
economic downturn and
the new competing priority of homeland security,
which received $46 million
Robert A. Bittenbender
in Governor Schweiker’s
budget. The state revenue
shortfall for 2001—which
Bittenbender said would
exceed $677 million—had forced three rounds of budget
cuts and imposed considerable constraint in planning
for fiscal year 2002.
The 2002 budget proposal increases total spending by just 0.6 percent, containing very limited program expansion, and lacking the usual cost-of-living
allowances. Bittenbender said that the state’s early
childhood initiative remained a leading human-service
priority and that all of Pennsylvania’s tobacco settlement money would still be directed to health programs.
IMPACT OF ECONOMIC TRENDS AND FEDERAL AND
STATE SPENDING PRIORITIES ON HUMAN SERVICES

Leading off the local reaction panel, Allegheny County
Human Services Director MARC CHERNA embodied
the dark side of the budget constraints Baicker and
Bittenbender had described. Of the county’s $620
million human-services budget, Cherna explained,
only $20 million are the county’s own funds. Stagnant
federal and state funding levels mean no increases for
nonprofit contractors who are already facing fiscal and
staffing strains.
Cherna continued his litany of concerns by citing
a drug and alcohol “epidemic” with which the proposed
13
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2 percent federal-funding increase would not keep up.
As people with mental impairment live longer, the waiting list for community group home placements is growing. The president’s budget proposal, Cherna added,
offers no increase in funds for low-income housing or
elderly services, and it would cut energy assistance.
Moreover, he said, maintaining current child-care
funding levels in the welfare-reform reauthorization
will be insufficient if work requirements are increased.
Only in children and youth programs, including Head
Start, did Cherna find any encouragement from the
president’s budget.
of Heinz Endowments
discussed the philanthropic community’s response to
budget strains and human-service needs. Although
giving by southwestern Pennsylvania foundations
increased by 85 percent during the 1990s, foundations
are still a small player when compared to government.
She faulted Pennsylvania for its unwillingness to invest
in preschool education. She also called for greater
government support for the working poor, after-school
programs, and reducing the number of people without
health insurance.
Petruska said cuts in government programs and
philanthropic assets have had the following impacts on
foundations:
• More rejected proposals.
• Less multiyear funding.
• Reduced capacity to support program innovations or demonstration projects.
• Rethinking of partnerships with federal and
state governments, including a more limited
ability to be the primary funder in such private-public partnerships.
• Increased attention to the quantifiable results
MARGARET M. PETRUSKA
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and financial performance achieved by grant
recipients.
• Increased demand for exit strategies from
ongoing funding relationships.
• In some cases, a willingness to fill funding gaps. For example, when government
reduced its arts funding for the Philadelphia
area, the William Penn Foundation made up
the difference.
Petruska pointed to the Human Service
Integration Fund as an example of innovative application of private dollars. This fund directs foundation
monies to special Allegheny County human-service projects that would not be eligible for public
funds. She also recommended seizing opportunities
to influence policy development, such as Governor
Schweiker’s Early Care and Education Task Force.
depicted the changing scene at
the United Way, where donor-designated gifts now
represent half of all donations; and that percentage
is still growing. Today’s donors, Morrison said, are
better informed, have an interest in specific philanthropic goals and service outcomes, and thus seek
greater control over their gifts. Thus, even though total
contributions to the United Way of Allegheny County
reached an all-time high in 2001, the amount available
for distribution to United Way affiliate agencies is now
declining. Moreover, the Internet and direct agency
solicitations at the workplace are creating new forms of
competition for the United Way.
Morrison argued that we have permitted certain
statistics to make our human-service problems seem
less than they really are. Through welfare reform, she
said, “people got jobs, but they were still in just as bad
an economic situation.” Similarly, Morrison stated, the
modest overall unemployment rate of four-to-five percent has masked the fact that unemployment can be as
high as 75 percent for some demographic subgroups of
African Americans. Morrison observed that the United
Way’s Helpline received more than 25,000 calls during
2001, and that the most common topic of after-hours
calls was suicide.
CLAIRE B. MORRISON

DISCUSSION

The discussion period reinforced concerns about the
depth of America’s racial divide and also introduced
one new issue: the incredible disparities between compensation levels in American business. Altig pointed out
that executive pay scales are inevitably driven by market realities, arguing that the best solution is to train
people on the bottom so that they can get better jobs.

P E N N S Y LVA N I A E D U C AT I O N
POLICY FORUM, MARCH
KIDS GETTING READY FOR SCHOOL:
A ROLE FOR POLICYMAKERS

By Anne McCafferty

J

OAN BENSO,

president and CEO of Pennsylvania
Partnerships for Children, spoke at the third Western Pennsylvania Breakfast Series forum on March 21,
2002. Her presentation on school readiness identified
early childhood as the time when the brain “structures
itself into a complex thinking machine that produces
and connects brain cells that will carry thought and
understanding for a lifetime.” In describing the importance of everyday learning in these early years, she
pointed out that it is vitally important for all families to
have access to quality preschool services. Pennsylvania
is one of nine states that do not invest in preschool.
According to Benso, 60,000 children in Pennsylvania
qualify for Head Start, the federally funded preschool
program for low-income youngsters, but not even half
are enrolled due to inadequate funding by the state.
Benso stated that policy makers and elected
officials need to understand that quality preschool
programs are really long-term investments in economic
vitality and competitiveness, and that the costs of educational failure are very high. Pennsylvania’s failure to
fund preschool puts it behind 41 states and the District
of Columbia, which are investing in the school readiness of young children.
Research findings support the long-term value of
preschool activity. The National Academy of Sciences
has determined that children from quality preschools
get better test scores in later grades and are more likely
to graduate from high school-itself a critical indicator
of an adult’s life chances. According to studies by the
University of North Carolina, children from quality
preschools are more likely to mature into responsible
citizens, to marry, and to attain higher levels of education and better-paying jobs.
Benso suggested that leveraging education funding with preschool investment upfront, where success
is more probable, rather than at the back end, where
we are playing catch-up, is far wiser public policy.
Although lobbying by Pennsylvania Partnerships for
Children and the state’s top business organizations for
preschool investment by government has been going on
for two years, only $25 million in state pilot programs
has been directed to this effort. The total needed is
$460 million. Governor Schweiker has created a task

PENNSYLVANIA EDUCATION POLICY FORUM:
KIDS GETTING READY FOR SCHOOL:
A ROLE FOR POLICYMAKERS
Sponsored by The Education Policy and Leadership Center,
in cooperation with the Education Policy and Issues Center
and the Institute of Politics
March 21, 2002

force to examine the issue and make recommendations
for his successor.
ADELE ROBINSON, director of public policy and
communications for the National Association for the
Education of Young Children (NAEYC), presented
examples of other state funding models and discussed
the learning that has occurred in states that fund statewide preschool systems. Most preschool funding is for a
two-to-four-hour program day. Most states and school
districts provide preschool in multiple settings, e.g.,
schools, child-care centers, and Head Start centers.
Families that work full-time often need a child-care
subsidy for the remainder of the day since preschool
funding is limited to only a portion of the time needed
for child-care coverage.
Lessons learned to date through the experiences
of states and school districts that fund and operate preschool programs include the following:
• Attention to teacher preparation and teaching standards and a need for coursework at
nontraditional hours are vital elements in a
preschool system.
• Funding levels must be sufficient to pay for
quality programs.
• Funds are needed to modernize preschool
facilities.
• It is a challenge to find sufficient staff to work
with English language learners and children
with disabilities.
• State and local collaborations with Head
Start, child care, and schools are essential.
• Transportation assistance for families is
needed to get the children to the programs.
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LEGISLATOR FOR
A DAY PROGR A M:
THE STUDENTS’ PERSPECTIVES

By Julia Indovina

O

n March 26, 2002, the Institute of Politics sponsored the fifth Legislator for a Day program in
Harrisburg as part of the Institute of Politics organizational mission of serving the student population at the
University of Pittsburgh. Ten students were selected
on a competitive basis to participate in the daylong
shadowing program in the state capital. One requirement was a post-program essay that described the
students’ day with their host legislators. The following
are excerpts from some of these essays. One includes a
comparison between Pennsylvania’s legislature and the
Irish legislature by a visiting student from Ireland.
“Though the Legislator for a Day program lasts
only one day, the student is given a complete look
at Western Pennsylvanian politics and the public
policy process on a localized level. During my day in
Harrisburg, I sat in on two caucus meetings and one
private briefing, and spent roughly three hours on the
house floor. My impression was that legislators spend
a great deal of time rushing from meeting to meeting in
between their needed presence on the floor. Any free
minute they have is usually spent in their offices. I
also became aware of the issues that pervade Western
Pennsylvanian politics as well as the current domination of the GOP.”
—Mathew Sampson
(Junior, Political Science)
spent the day with
Representative Tom Michlovic.
“The day began early in the capitol. When I arrived
at 9 a.m., my senator was already in a meeting with
several lobbyists. As I waited outside of her office, I was
amazed by how many people bustled by me. The senator came out to greet me and invited me into her office.
She gave me an overview of her life and the evolution of
her work from being a successful prosecutor to a state
representative to a senator. Throughout our talk, she
encouraged me to pursue a similar path and emphasized the need for strong female legislators. Although
I agreed that the number of women in the Senate and
House is disproportionate to the number of women in
the Commonwealth, I think ultimately we must elect our
representatives by qualifications and not gender.
IOP
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“After an hour, I was whisked away to meet
the senator’s counterpart in the state House of
Representatives. This gave me a better perspective
on the differences between the House and the Senate.
Whereas the Senate tends to be very orderly and
restrained, the House is a battlefield for ideas and
opinions.”
—Elizabeth Strohm
(Freshman, Undeclared Major)
shadowed Senator Jane Orie.
“The first House session of the day consisted mostly of
introductions, boy scouts, choirs, and voting on such
resolutions as Arts-in-Education Day. After this short
session, lunch in the Democratic caucus meeting was
excellent, and the meeting interesting. Everyone was
very nice, joking around and chatting. Looking around
the room, I admired their confident smiles. I wondered
how anyone could ever know so much, and if I would
ever be able to grasp the range and depth of the issues
that they dealt with daily.”
—Garland Waleko
(Freshman, Undeclared Major)
spent the day with
Representative David Levdansky.
“The number of representatives present in the House
surprised me—196 out of 203 is a very high turnout.
One difference between here and Ireland is that in
Ireland a bell is rung 15 minutes before each vote so
you can be in your office but still have time to return to
the House to vote. The ornate decoration of the House
is reminiscent of the House of Commons in London,
but it is done with much better taste in Harrisburg.
“The number of topics covered was vast, and
Representative Dermody was honest and forthcoming with me at all times during the day. I spoke with
him regarding the issues related to the five-year limit
of PRWORA (the Personal Responsibility and Work
Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996) and enjoyed
his honest response. I appreciated the opportunity to
meet with him and see the differences between politics
working in the United States and in Europe (there are
not many).”
—Anne Kearney
(Graduate Student, Masters
of Social Work) shadowed
Representative Frank Dermody.
Kearney is a native of Ireland,
who has been studying in the
United States since August 2001.

2002 Legislator for the Day House
Participants (l to r): front row;
Alik Widge, Kate Lukaszewicz,
Thu-Thao Nguyen, Courtney
Kaplan, Stepanie Hoogendoorn,
Anne Kearney, Garland Waleko,
Matthew Sampson, back row;
Representatives Dan Frankel,
Frank Pistella, Tom Tangretti,
Sara Steelman, Tom Michlovic,
Frank Dermody, Dave Levdansky
(Bill Robinson not pictured.)

“I was impressed by how conscientiously
Representative Sara Steelman executed her duties.
Although she was quite busy, she always took the time
to explain fully to me the background and implications
of the day’s events. I was amazed that legislators need
to be informed about so many different subjects, and
I now understand the purpose for holding hearings. I
also believe that I saw an accurate portrayal of the role
of politics in legislation.
“I enjoyed meeting so many legislators who were
truly interested in advancing politics that would best
serve the people. I, myself, have recently been curious
about a career as a legislator. I was happy to leave with
the opinion that if you can maneuver around political
obstacles, being a legislator would make a very challenging and rewarding career.”
—Stephanie Hoogendoorn
(PhD Candidate, Mathematics)
spent the day with Representative
Sara Steelman.

“I found it extremely interesting to observe a daily
house session and to witness the policy involved and
the political rhetoric utilized when attempting to pass
legislation. What I found most interesting was the procedural maneuvering that is necessary in order to pass
the pieces of legislation.
“The Legislator for a Day program afforded me
the opportunity to witness the daily activities of a State
Representative. I was able to experience, first hand,
the legislative process, which has further encouraged
my desire to become involved in the political arena.”
—Courtney Kaplan
(Junior, Political Science
and French) shadowed
Representative Thomas Tangretti.
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C A M PA IGN R E FOR M FORU M
WHY WE VOTE ... AND WHY WE DON’T: A
PUBLIC FORUM ON CAMPAIGN REFORM

by Dennis P. McManus

A

t the request of the Allegheny County Council
Special Committee on Campaign Reform,
the Institute of Politics has been working with the
Committee and a group of local bipartisan organizations including the AARP, League of Women Voters of
Greater Pittsburgh, NAACP of Pittsburgh, PUMP, and
the Center for Women in Politics in Pennsylvania at
Chatham College to identify and encourage discussion
of issues related to improving participation in local
elections.
The first outcome of these efforts was “Why
We Vote...and Why We Don’t: A Public Forum on
Campaign Reform” held on April 20, 2002, at the
Allegheny County Courthouse. County Council Vice
President and Committee Chairman RICK SCHWARTZ
provided opening remarks. A review of local voting
trends by political consultant Bill Green revealed that
only in the 1997 election, which included the referendum on the regional renaissance initiative, did voter
turnout in a nonpresidential election year exceed 50
percent. In fact, the most recent general election in
Allegheny County had, at 28 percent, the lowest voter
turnout in recorded history.
JEAN BURKE of the League of Women Voters and
PETER BARRON of AARP reported on a recent survey

of “nonvoters.” In that “unscientific” poll, a lack of
information about candidates and issues was the most
frequent reason given for not voting. Concerns about
negative campaigning and campaign finance emerged as
additional reasons for not voting.
A panel comprised of JOHN BRILL, chair, State
Legislative Committee of AARP; SONYA TILGHMAN,
PUMP; JULIE REDDIG, student, University of
Pittsburgh; JACK SHEA, president, Allegheny County
Labor Council; and CELESTE TAYLOR, chair, NAACP
Community Coordination Committee addressed the
issue from a variety of particular perspectives.
A lively open discussion, moderated by JAY
HARRIS, news anchor for WPGH Fox 53, included
comments on the power of incumbency, the need to
improve voting technology and processes, the role of
the media, and the rights, privileges, and responsibilities of citizenship.
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CAMPAIGN REFORM FORUM
Sponsored by the Institute of Politics, AARP, League of
Women Voters of Greater Pittsburgh, NAACP of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh Urban Magnet Project (PUMP), and the Center
for Women in Politics in Pennsylvania at Chatham College
April 20, 2002

WHY WE VOTE ... AND WHY WE DON’T: A
PUBLIC FORUM ON CAMPAIGN REFORM

In his closing summary, University of Pittsburgh
Professor Emeritus TED WINDT emphasized the
importance of local government that touches the lives
of citizens more day by day than state or national
government. He concluded that candidates, media,
and academics are active, but voters are passive and
need to be engaged throughout campaigns—not just
two days a year. The key to improvement is to create a
more active process for the voters to participate in, in
advance of election day.

P E N N S Y LVA N I A E D U C AT I O N
POLICY FORUM, APRIL
NATIONAL BOARD CERTIFICATION
FOR TEACHERS

By Julia Indovina

B

ETTY CASTOR, president and CEO of the
National Board for Professional Teaching
Standards (NBPTS), spoke at the fourth morning
forum of the Western Pennsylvania Breakfast Series.
She spoke to the group of local education administrators about the benefits of adopting the standards
established by the NBPTS—an accreditation program
comparable to those practiced by other professions.
She said that as a whole Pennsylvania has highly credible schools, yet the state faces unique education challenges because of the different funding formula that is
used. The Commonwealth is dedicated to continually
improving education policy, and it is the states with
a commitment to equity that has a particular interest
in incorporating Board standards. The basis of the
certification process is the development of core propositions, including that teachers are:
• committed to students and their learning;
• know the subjects they teach and how
to teach;
• responsible to manage and monitor learning;
• think systematically and understand the
demographics of their districts;
• committed to creating a learning community.
There have been more than 1,600 teachers certified nationally in the last year, including 50 candidates
in Pennsylvania. The Board’s hope is that in the next
10 years, 10% of the nation’s teachers will become
certified. The standard will then be a guide for professional development. As it is now, certification is a voluntary effort that benefits both the individual teacher
and the entire classroom. States and districts that have
embraced the NBPTS have established incentives for
teachers in an effort to encourage certification, ranging
from one-time financial rewards upon completion to
temporary salary supplements to yearly stipends for
the life of the certification.
The certification process, Ms. Castor admitted, is
quite difficult; approximately half of the teachers who
pursue the certification complete the process. Yet the
benefits of voluntarily putting one’s experience to the
test are almost innumerable. Even without achieving
certification, the Board standards help to further teach-

PENNSYLVANIA EDUCATION POLICY FORUM:
NATIONAL BOARD CERTIFICATION
FOR TEACHERS
Sponsored by The Education Policy and Leadership Center,
in cooperation with the Education Policy and Issues Center
and the Institute of Politics
April 25, 2002

ing development, and most teachers who fail the certification the first time return to try again. However, a
little facilitation goes a long way, and with programs in
place to encourage completion of the process, a school
district can ensure an overall increase in the education
standards and performances of their teachers. The
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards
did exactly that in a multi-institutional program established in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg School District in
Charlotte, North Carolina. Working with the school
system, local universities and local foundations, the
NBPTS created a model for collaboration to develop
and increase professional development opportunities.
Ms. Castor outlined the methods and successes of
the Charlotte Collaborative, started in 1998, as a model
of support that drew from the resources of both the
area universities and the existing Board-certified teachers in the district for all the stages of the certification
and assessment process. Teachers were offered bonuses
to become candidates for certification, support groups
were established to help candidates work through
the year-long certification process in the midst of an
already packed teaching schedule, and teachers from
the area assessed the performance of candidates. By
the second year of the program in 2000, the number of
Board-certified teachers in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg
district increased to 107, from only eight in 1993. Since
the introduction of the partnership, there has been an
increase in the academic performance of the students of
the certified teachers in the school district.
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ELIMINATING HE A LTH
DI SPA R I T I E S FORU M :
POLICY OPTIONS FOR
P E N N S Y LVA N I A

ELIMINATING HEALTH DISPARITIES FORUM:
POLICY OPTIONS FOR PENNSYLVANIA
Co-sponsored by University of Pittsburgh Institute of Politics,
Graduate School of Public Health Center for Minority Health
and Health Policy Institute
April 29, 2002

CONFERENCE SUMMARY

Conference Summary

Overview by Mark Faccenda

T

he special forum “Eliminating Health Disparities:
Policy Options for Pennsylvania” was held
on April 29, 2002 at the Main Capitol Building in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The Institute of Politics,
Center for Minority Health, and Health Policy
Institute sponsored the event. Featured presenters
included Beaufort B. Longest, Jr., director of the
Health Policy Institute; Stephen Thomas, director
of the Center for Minority Health; Michael Meit,
MA, MPH, director of the Center for Rural Health
Practice; and Lisa Davis, MHA, director of the
Pennsylvania Office of Rural Health.
BEAUFORT B. LONGEST, JR.

summarized the Healthy
People 2010 goals towards
the increase in quality and
years of healthy life, and
the elimination of health
disparities. He noted
that disparities occur
along racial and ethnic,
geographical, educational,
and gender lines. Disparate
care has also been correlated to a patient’s
disability status or sexual
Beaufort B. Longest, Jr.
orientation. Longest suggested policy interventions
that are consistent across
socioeconomic lines, that
“strengthen the stability of
patient-provider relationships,” that increase representation by racial and ethnic minorities in health professions, and that provide greater resources towards
the enforcement of civil rights laws.
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WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

Dennis P. McManus,director, Institute of Politics,
University of Pittsburgh
PRESENTATIONS:

Beaufort B. Longest, Jr., MHA, PhD,director, Health
Policy Institute and M. Allen Pond Professor of
Health Policy and Management, Graduate School of
Public Health, University of Pittsburgh
Stephen B. Thomas, PhD, director, Center for
Minority Health, Graduate School of Public Health,
University of Pittsburgh and Philip Hallen Professor
of Community Health and Social Justice in the
Graduate School of Public Health and the School of
Social Work, University of Pittsburgh
Michael Meit, MA, MPH, director, Center for Rural
Health Practice, University of Pittsburgh at Bradford
Lisa Davis, MHA, director, Pennsylvania Office
of Rural Health and Research and Program
Development Specialist, Department of Health Policy
and Administration, Pennsylvania State University

led his
comments with the observation that the recent
Institute of Medicine
reports identifying
the existence of health
disparities did not tell
us anything we did not
already know. He suggested that the elimination
of health disparities would
not come through the creation of new technologies,
but rather, through the
Stephen Thomas
development of “culturally appropriate strategies
for specific communities.”
Historical incidents such
as the Tuskegee syphilis
study, and cultural beliefs such as the dependence on
prayer healing have created an atmosphere that prevents entire communities from actively participating
STEPHEN THOMAS

in the healthcare system. Thomas indicated, “we can
no longer wait for people to come into the healthcare
system to intervene.”
identified areas in which rural
patient populations
had disproportionately
poorer health outcomes,
including cardiovascular disease, depression
and suicide, and trauma
related to motor vehicles
and farm machinery.
Currently, all but 10 areas
in Pennsylvania lack
healthcare coordination
through a local health
Michael Meit
department. It is this
lack of organization that
prohibits rural populations from receiving quality healthcare services.
Meit advocates the funding and development of local
programs, staffed by people who hold a stake in the
healthcare of their community.
MICHAEL MEIT

The forum sponsors announced their intention
to continue to provide updated information, create
opportunities for state legislators and legislative staff to
broaden and deepen the discussion of the multi-faceted
health disparities issue, and to identify appropriate
and effective legal, regulatory and policy interventions
for consideration.

outlined the
problems associated
with staffing rural health
facilities. Currently, twothirds of all Pennsylvania
physicians practice in
Allegheny, Montgomery,
and Philadelphia counties, leaving the rest of
the state under represented. Davis concurred
with Meit’s assertions
that the resolution of
Pennsylvania’s rural
Lisa Davis
health disparities would
come through increased
funding to local health
coordinators, and
increased efforts towards the retention of health professionals in rural communities.
LISA DAVIS
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HUMAN CAPITAL POLICY
INITIATIVE UPDATE
LATEST CENSUS DATA FOR
PITTSBURGH REGION POINT TO
CONTINUED POPULATION DECLINE

By Anne McCafferty

O

ne of the most compelling slides in the Human
Capital Policy Initiative presentation deals with
the “unhealthy” population statistics for this region:
• Our population is roughly the same now as it
was in the 1940s.
• Southwestern Pennsylvania is one of only
a handful of regions to record more deaths
than births annually.
• Few people move here from other parts of the
country or from other countries.
CHRIS BRIEM, regional economist of Pitt’s
University Center for Social and Urban Research,
recently released an analysis based on the U.S. Census
Bureau’s April 2002 population revisions and estimates. His report contains several key findings for the
region that indicate that our population declines have
not abated:
• The Pittsburgh region’s population declined
by 0.4 percent between July 1, 2000 and
July 1, 2001.
• More than half (55 percent) of the net population decline was accounted for by those 65
and older.
• Butler County experienced the fastest annual
growth at 1.1 percent, while Allegheny
County had the largest decline at 0.7 percent.
• Between 2000 and 2001, more people moved
out of the region than moved into the region
(10,776 moved out while only 4,897 moved in).
Briem notes that while regional population has
continued to decline, the exodus of younger workers
has abated almost entirely. He says, “The paradoxical
state of declining population without an exodus of youth
comes from our unique demographics. Less than half
of the regional population decline comes from people
who are ineligible for Social Security. ... It is the elderly
population that is shrinking due to natural aging and a
steady stream of retirees seeking warmer climates.”
The implications of steady population declines
are dire. BRIAN KELLEY, senior program officer for the
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Heinz Endowments, summarizes them well. He says
that the region’s continuing demographic shrinkage
is a problem that impacts every county, community,
public entity, for-profit firm, and taxpayer. A shrinking region has:
• a shrinking workforce (making it unattractive
to new employers and harder to retain existing employers);
• an increasing per-capita tax base (less state
and federal funding but a largely fixed infrastructure being paid for by fewer taxpayers/
wage earners); and
• less political clout (losing elected officials).
Overall nearly every element of community life is
hurt when population continues to shrink.
In spite of the fact that everyone will be hurt,
many would say that people in general are hoping that
“someone else” will solve this problem, an unlikely
recipe for developing a successful regional response.
Kelley points out that, “This problem will not solve
itself spontaneously by hoping it will go away. It will
take concerted action by many, many public and private entities across the region.”
A POSSIBLE SOLUTION

Immigration—from across state lines and from other
countries—is receiving close attention as a practical
solution to bolstering the region’s population while
enriching its social and cultural milieu. Southwestern
Pennsylvania’s economic development as an industrial
powerhouse and its strong “social fabric” evolved, in
large part, from a massive migration of people from
western and eastern Europe from the mid-to-late 1800s
into the early 1900s. It is likely that a new immigration
strategy for southwestern Pennsylvania, incubated by
public-and-private-sector collaborations, supported
by citizens, nurtured by civic and community organizations, and welcomed by all, would help to repopulate
and revitalize our communities and region.

SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
ANNUAL POPULATION
GROWTH, JULY 2000-2001

BUTLER
+1.1%
ARMSTRONG
-0.3%

BEAVER
-0.7%

INDIANA
-0.5%

ALLEGHENY
-0.7%

WESTMORELAND
-0.2%
WASHINGTON
+0.4%

FAYETTE
-0.8%
GREENE
-0.4%

* Percentiles based on changes in county population
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